A New Thriller from Edgar Nominee David J. Walker
Even a good man may feel driven to sign on with the devil.
Paul Clark is a Catholic priest who’s been on the fast track to becoming a
bishop. But he suddenly faces a heart-wrenching problem, when choices
he made as a young man come roaring back into his life. A mysterious
woman, who claims to be with “an agency of the federal government,”
offers to solve his problem. But there’s a price to pay—Father Clark must
undertake some very un-priestly actions.
An attack in a Chicago alley…a daring escape from a Mexican jail…and
a fight to the death in a Guyanese jungle…all these, and more, must be
survived in order to protect someone he loves.
This priest is about to learn how much easier it is
to preach love than to live it.

David J. Walker’s journey has been a circuitous one: from parish priest, to investigator with the Chicago Police
Department, to attorney in private practice, to full-time author of twelve crime novels, to…who knows? Born in
Chicago, David has lived in and around that city ever since. He is the Edgar-nominated author of two critically
acclaimed private eye mystery series. Company Orders is his second stand-alone thriller and, while lawyers, priests,
and police officers are scattered throughout all of his novels, this is his first book with a priest as the protagonist.

Praise for Company Orders:
“A real knuckle-whitener” —Booklist
“Damnably difficult to put down…another powerful, character-driven tale…Every character is magnificently
realized, yet Father Paul, with his soul-searching struggle couched in subtle humor throughout, is unforgettable.”
— Lawrence Kane, ForeWord Reviews
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